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Amazing how all those BLM and Antifa riots
have vanished into thin air (politics)

Submitted 11 hours ago by Gowdy
It's almost like someone stopped paying for them.
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SORT: TOP

[–]  CrustyBeaver52  50 points (+50|-0) 10 hours ago 

They went real quiet right about the same time the Saudi
princes were arrested.
Permalink

[–]  The1andonlymeat  7 points (+7|-0) 6 hours ago 

That is an interesting idea. Are you sure about that? What
is the timeline
Permalink    Parent

[–]  CrustyBeaver52  13 points (+14|-1) 5 hours ago 

Well - the Vegas attack was Oct 01/17 - exactly one
week later - on Sunday Oct 08/17 Napa Valley and more
was torched - with six different fires started
simultaneously - rumored to have been contracted to
MS13 - the same people associated with the dead
shooters found the morning after the hit on Seth Rich -
Then on OCT 17/17 it is announced Soros just moved
$18 billion to the Open Society Foundation (known
financier of Antifa)
Meanwhile Antifa was announcing the start of the new
communist revolution for Nov 04/17 - and as far as I am
concerned Antifa and BLM have the same puppet
master -
Antifa has a known membership in the USA of more
than 1 million people - and have been promoting
firearms training the last few months -
In 2013/14 the democratically elected government of the
Ukraine was overthrown by people with known very
close ties to the Obama/Clinton/Soros crowd by filling
the streets with unarmed protesters, then using military
snipers (possible contractors/mercs) to shoot the police
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under the cover of the protests - forcing the police to fall
back = Modus Operandi
But it also was Nov 04/17 that the (close associates of
Clinton/Obama/Soros) Saudi prince arrests started -
taking about $1 trillion in assets off the table - Now it is
safe to assume the arrests began prior to the public
announcement of the arrests - so maybe they began X
number of days/hours prior to Nov 4th?
That's when the Antifa revolution of 04/17 flopped - a big
no show - rumor was the famous fleets of private
contract buses that normally pick up the paid Antifa
agitators were never deployed - so no buses = no rioters
= no riots.
Could be the buses did not deploy because payment did
not arrive?
Meanwhile the Army had announce they would be
conducting drills in several target US cities for the same
weekend as the scheduled protests - and that those
drills would involve responding to the loss of all power
and telecommunications in those cities, (total blackout,)
but that the people should not worry because the army
was ready and would "handle it."
Sure it could be a coincidence - but the timing is pretty
damned convenient if you ask me.
Permalink    Parent

2 Replies

[–]  Sergeant_Asperger  41 points (+41|-0) 11 hours ago 

Or (((a group))) stopped paying.
Permalink

[–]  vonHugenbuben  36 points (+36|-0) 11 hours ago 

It got cold.
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Permalink

[–]  123_456  3 points (+3|-0) 7 hours ago 

I think it's a mix of both. They were getting paid, and they
hung out when it was warm. Now that's it's gotten cold they
prefer to be comfortable in their welfare home.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  HST  2 points (+2|-0) 8 hours ago 

Even when it was just mild weather though they still didn't
show up anywhere as far as I know
Permalink    Parent

[–]  HeavyBrain  1 points (+1|-0) 3 hours ago 

So we can be sure they wont try and invade
Alaska/Russia?
Cool we have a location for HQ now.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  antiliberalsociety  0 points (+0|-0) 2.3
hours ago  (edited 2.3 hours ago)

You forget the Minneapolis cop who shot the guy going for
his gun after they loaded his girlfriend onto an ambulance
that he assaulted the shit out of. He tried attacking the
medics when police intervened.
The protesters shut down Plymouth Ave. Outside the 4th
precinct for days, had bon fires to get warm.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  Ex-Redditor  25 points (+25|-0) 10 hours ago 
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BLM dissapeared after they supported the BDS movement
against israel.
https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/nora-barrows-
friedman/palestinians-welcome-movement-black-lives-
platform

Permalink

[–]  RageAgainstTheAmish  6 points (+6|-0) 9 hours ago 

Oy vey what-estine? Nobody heard of that place, goy! Its
always been isreal!
Permalink    Parent

[–]  Cheesebooger  3 points (+6|-3) 10 hours ago 

fuck pedo israel
Permalink    Parent

[–]  1764_sugar_act  2 points (+2|-0) 10 hours ago 

Very interesting!
Permalink    Parent

[–]  eatmorealmonds  9 points (+9|-0) 10 hours ago 

That's true but I don't think we're out of the woods yet. Soros'
funding is probably going into deeper things in our everyday
lives.
Permalink

[–]  CognitiveDissident5  4 points (+4|-0) 9 hours ago 

His filthy tentacles stretch right across the world. He also
funds Gun Free South Africa, which is actively
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campaigning for civil disarmament of the (largely) white
legally held firearm community.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  UlyssesEMcGill  5 points (+5|-0) 8 hours ago 

And packs of feral nigs rape and burn farmers.
What a shithole
Permalink    Parent

1 Reply

[–]  KekistanEmperor  0 points (+0|-0) 20 minutes ago 

He's just the face of subversion IMO.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  level_101  0 points (+0|-0) 9 hours ago  (edited 9
hours ago)

Resource destruction. Probably the wrong way to put it..
But i am expecting that many major staples will be bought
up or made very expensive. Trying to force a riot is hard..
unless you control the resources.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  vastrightwing  0 points (+0|-0) 4 hours ago 

Correct. Mostly people are very passive unless they are
paid to be aggressive.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  bagano1  6 points (+7|-1) 10 hours ago 
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I'm going to say it's because school started again and the
kids don't have time to do this anymore.
Permalink

[–]  Dildo_Face  6 points (+6|-0) 11 hours ago  (edited 11
hours ago)

They're dormant.
Permalink

[–]  TheodoreKent  6 points (+6|-0) 11 hours ago 

Winter.
Permalink

[–]  totes_magotes  4 points (+4|-0) 5 hours ago 

Well when they start getting hit by cars, it tends to drive
people away no matter the pay.
Permalink

[–]  SealofApproval  4 points (+4|-0) 8 hours ago 

Cut the money flow you cut the problem.
Permalink

[–]  HeavyBrain  0 points (+0|-0) 3 hours ago 

So no throat cutting?
I am sad now.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  goatfuckit  3 points (+3|-0) 9 hours ago 
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All the lefty politicians stopped paying because of muh sexual
assault legal fees
Permalink

[–]  vastrightwing  2 points (+2|-0) 4 hours ago 

When the (((money))) stops, the (((crime))) stops.
Permalink

[–]  BurnItAll  2 points (+2|-0) 5 hours ago 

The target audience was seeing right through it. Now they're
targetting the normies with making the Nigger Football
League kneel and having ESPN being 24/7 racial talk.
Permalink

[–]  meiam  2 points (+3|-1) 9 hours ago 

Trump stopped the Obama payingof the
communists.https://np.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/795
d6a/megaanon_postings_compiled_may_2017_present/Rea
d this and weep, or rejoice.
Permalink

[–]  NeoGoat  0 points (+0|-0) 9 hours ago 

Have a quick summary?That is a lot of material.
Permalink    Parent

[–]  Caesarkid1  1 points (+1|-0) 9 hours ago 

Obama had things set up from when he was potus to
pay communists, and Trump stopped it.
Permalink    Parent

1 Reply
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[–]  newoldwave  1 points (+1|-0) 4 hours ago 

Because that old bastard Soros has moved on to something
new.
Permalink

[–]  NoRoleModelz  1 points (+1|-0) 8 hours ago 

All of them are too busy in Macy's and Bloomingdale's
embracing capitalism in the run up to the Christmas holidays.
Once the festive period is over they will then go back to being
socialists that care so much about others. This switch will
happen on exactly January 2nd, 2018.
Permalink
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